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Java Web Services shows you how to use SOAP to perform remote method calls and message
passing; how to use WSDL to describe the interface to a web service or understand
the interface of someone else's service; and how to use UDDI to advertise (publish) and look
up services in each local or global registry. Java Web Services also discusses security issues,
interoperability issues, integration with other Java enterprise technologies like EJB; the work
being done on the JAXM and JAX-RPC packages, and integration with Microsoft's .NET
services.

This book explains and demonstrates the fundamentals of web services and the Java
technologies built around web services. It provides a straightforward, no-nonsense
explanation of the underlying technology, Java classes and interfaces, programming models,
and various implementations.

Although this book focuses on the fundamentals, it's no "for Dummy's" book. Readers are
expected to have an understanding of Java and XML. Web service APIs are easy to learn, but
can be tedious. Before reading this book, you should be fluent in the Java language and have
some practical experience developing business solutions. If you are unfamiliar with the Java
language, we recommend that you pick up a copy of Learning Java by Patrick Neimeyer and
Jonathan Knudsen (formerly Exploring Java) (O'Reilly). If you need a stronger background in
distributed computing, we recommend Java Distributed Computing by Jim Farley (O'Reilly).
If you need additional information on XML, we recommend Java and XML by Brett
McLaughlin (O'Reilly) and XML in a Nutshell by Elliotte Harold and W. Scott Means
(O'Reilly). Other O'Reilly books covering web services include Programing Web Services
with SOAP by Doug Tidwell, James Snell, and Pavel Kulchenko and Programming Web
Services with XML-RPC by Simon St. Laurent, Joe Johnston, and Edd Dumbill.
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Paul Mijksenaar - Visual Foundation: an Introduction to Information Design010 Publishers, 1997

	Matches are tricky to use in a car and a pocket lighter dangerous. Car

	manufacturers have consequently come up with a special car lighter. But

	in the film 'Mon Oncle' the driver hands this gadget to his passenger

	(played by Jacques Tati as Monsieur Hulot) as if it were a match.

	The designer had not foreseen that Monsieur...
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The Passionate Torah: Sex and JudaismUniversity of New York, 2009
In this unique collection of essays, some of todayÂÂ’s smartest Jewish thinkers explore a broad range of fundamental questions in an effort to balance ancient tradition and modern sexuality.

In the last few decades a number of factors—post-modernism, feminism, queer liberation, and more—have brought discussion of...
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Machine Learning for Business: Using Amazon SageMaker and JupyterManning Publications, 2020

	Summary

		
			Imagine predicting which customers are thinking about switching to a competitor or flagging potential process failures before they happen
	
			Think about the benefits of forecasting tedious business processes and back-office tasks
	
			Envision quickly gauging customer...
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Stabilising the Contemporary Middle East and North Africa: Regional Actors and New Approaches (Middle East Today)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book examines the changing dynamics of stabilisation efforts in the Middle East and North Africa. Written by recognised scholars and practitioners in the field, this volume provides a rich overview of the broader spectrum of stabilisation. The topics range from a comprehensive set of lessons learned in Afghanistan and Iraq to transitional...
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Lineman and Cablemans Field Manual, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
A Compact, On-the-Job Reference for Linemen and Cablemen

Fully updated with the latest NEC and OSHA standards, this one-stop portable guide contains the crucial electrical data, formulas, calculations, and safety information essential at any jobsite. The Lineman's and Cableman's Field Manual, Second Edition,...
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Essential Nuclear Medicine Physics (Essentials)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Essential Nuclear Medicine Physics provides an excellent introduction to the basic concepts of the daunting area of nuclear physics. Logically structured and clearly written, this is the book of choice for anyone entering the field of nuclear medicine, including nuclear medicine residents and fellows, cardiac nuclear medicine fellows and...
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